When a student at the Melbourne University, I attended a lecture on judicial hanging given by Prof The educated Indians, with whom I mixed, are a highly intelligent set of people, so that it was easy to understand that, the presence of foreign rulers with its inference that they were a backward race, was intolerable to their self-respect. They also felt that the government's interest ended provided law and order was maintained and vital services kept running. This, they regarded as being done in the interests more of British trade than for Indian welfare, which did not seem to .them to be getting the really interested attention that would be given by people of their own race. The unfortunate incidents which had occurred from time to time, were to the forefront of their minds, as being the reasons why they wanted to have their freedom, but I always felt that it was really the stigma of having foreign rulers that they resented more than the way in which their country had been ruled. In fact I felt quite certain that the country was not being ruled wholly badly. 
